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OUR APPROACH TO 
PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

Our investment professionals deploy “slow 
thinking” – deliberative decision-making 
based on human insights – when building an 
investment thesis…
…but for short-term portfolio construction 
decisions, we believe that “fast thinking” – 
rapid, disciplined decisions, implemented 
mechanically – has the edge on humans.

SLOW & FAST
THINKING

By turning qualitative 
judgements into 
quantitative scores, we can 
allocate more capital 
toward the strongest of  the 
strong ideas.

ARRIVING AT 
TARGET WEIGHTS

Stocks can drift in bands of  ~1% either side of  
our target weight, before a trade is actioned to 
bring it back to within its target range.
This minimizes the friction cost of  trading. 

Ensemble Capital is an SEC registered investment adviser. Past 
performance is no guarantee of  future results. All investments in 
securities carry risks, including the risk of  losing one’s entire 
investment. Investing in stocks, bonds, exchange traded funds, 
mutual funds, and money market funds involve risk of  loss.

Individual target weights are 
arrived at independently and are 
unlikely to total precisely 100%. 
Normally, the total of  individual 
weights is 110-120%, so they are 
all scaled back pro-rata to 100%.
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All of  our ideas 
are strong...

...so we need a portfolio 
construction process that 
distinguishes between 
shades of  conviction
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TO HIGHER TARGET WEIGHTS

LOW RETURN POTENTIALHIGH RETURN POTENTIAL

Numbers are for illustrative purposes only

INCREASING UPSIDE LEADS TO 
HIGHER TARGET WEIGHTS

CONVICTION RANK 10
POTENTIAL RETURN 13%
TARGET WEIGHT 3.6%

CONVICTION RANK 1
POTENTIAL RETURN 76%

TARGET WEIGHT 3.6%

TARGET POSITION SIZE %

We believe there is a significant 
advantage to be gained by 
prudently limiting the portfolios 
to the ~20-25 companies that we 
know thoroughly.

Combining the best elements of  human judgement with 
a disciplined use of  quantitative science, to deliver a 
highly differentiated and repeatable portfolio 
construction process.

A CONCENTRATED 
PORTFOLIO

POSITION SIZES ARE DECIDED BY 
OUR VIEW OF RELATIVE CONVICTION 
AND FUTURE RETURN POTENTIAL
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Stocks can drift in bands of  ~1% 
either side of  our target weight, 
before a trade is actioned to bring it 
back to within its target range. This 
minimizes the friction cost of  trading.

MONITORING
Individual target weights are 
arrived at independently and are 
unlikely to total precisely 100%. 
Normally, the total of  individual 
weights is 110-120%, so they are 
all scaled back pro-rata to 100%.

ADJUSTMENTS

OUR APPROACH TO PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION
Combining the best elements of  human judgement 
with a disciplined use of  quantitative science, to deliver 
a highly differentiated and repeatable portfolio 
construction process.

Our investment professionals deploy 
“slow thinking” – deliberative 
decision-making based on human 
insights – when building an investment 
thesis…
…but for short-term portfolio 
construction decisions, we believe that 
“fast thinking” – rapid, disciplined 
decisions, implemented mechanically – 
has the edge on humans.

SLOW & FAST  THINKING

By turning qualitative 
judgements into quantitative 
scores, we can allocate more 
capital toward the strongest 
of  the strong ideas.

ARRIVING AT TARGET WEIGHTS

We believe there is a 
significant advantage to be 
gained by prudently limiting 
the portfolios to the ~20-25 
companies that we know 
thoroughly.

A CONCENTRATED PORTFOLIO



OUR PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION PHILOSOPHY 
A concentrated portfolio
A well-established axiom in the world of investment is that 
“diversification is good.” We have no argument with this 
principle, but a key question for us is how much diversification is 
sensible and appropriate? 

We are active investors and our aim is to beat the market. Academic 
studies have shown that a degree of diversification is required to 
deliver superior returns, but the benefits tend to recede beyond about 
25 stocks. Indeed, the evidence also suggests that over-diversification 
is a root cause of underperformance for active fund managers. 

This evidence is explored in detail in the appendix at the end of this 
document but, in summary, it informs our approach to diversification 
which results in a concentrated portfolio of approximately 20-25 stocks. 
We believe there is a significant advantage to be gained by prudently 
limiting our portfolios to the companies that we know thoroughly. 

Lessons from the world of gambling
If you are presented with a bet, you can calculate your expected 
winnings by multiplying the probability of winning by the amount 
won per bet, and then subtracting the probability of losing multiplied 
by the amount lost per bet.

If the exact odds and pay-off are known in advance, you can calculate 
the optimal bet size with precision. Known as the Kelly Criterion, the 
formula was discovered by a Bell Labs researcher in 1956 and, when 
used by a friend as part of a gambling system, it was so successful that 
Las Vegas casinos were forced to change the rules of blackjack. 

To deploy the Kelly Criterion to build a portfolio, one would need 
to know the exact reward for being right and the exact risk of being 
wrong. Unfortunately, although this is sometimes knowable to 
gamblers, it is not knowable to investors. Herein lies one of the key 
distinctions between these two disciplines. 

Nevertheless, the concept that the key drivers of position size should 
be expected return and the probability of success remain valid. Our 
approach to position sizing is therefore inspired by the Kelly 
Criterion, rather than built upon it. 

Two of the key outputs of our investment process are a target price 
(to capture expected returns) and a measure of our conviction in the 
investment thesis (to express our view of the probability of success). 
Neither of these inputs can be estimated with total precision and 
both of them rely heavily on human judgements. But both can be 
expressed in numerical form, in order to be used as inputs in the 
portfolio construction process. 

In this way, we use insights from the Kelly Criterion in order to 
decide which of our investment ideas deserve more of your capital, 
and which deserve less. 

Introduction
Investors talk incessantly about what investment they think is a good buy. But rarely do 
investors openly discuss how much of that investment should be bought. This second 
question is of vital importance, yet very little literature exists to explain how individual 
ideas should be appropriately combined to deliver an effectively diversified portfolio. 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the Ensemble approach to constructing 
portfolios. As you will discover, we combine the best elements of human judgement with 
a disciplined use of quantitative science, to deliver a highly differentiated and repeatable 
portfolio construction process. 



Turning qualitative judgements into quantitative scores 
Our approach relies inherently on qualitative judgements to 
understand the fundamental characteristics of investment 
opportunities. Human input is absolutely vital here, and the 
judgements made by our investment professionals add significant 
value to the Ensemble investment process. 

However, by converting our qualitative judgements into quantitative 
scores, we create a process by which we can precisely differentiate 
between our portfolio of holdings, all of which we like and have 
a strong level of conviction in. This helps us to make consistent and 
disciplined decisions on exactly how much of a stock to own.

The work of decision-making researchers such as Phil Tetlock, Nate 
Silver, Annie Duke and Daniel Kahneman have helped to frame our 
thinking here. Kahneman, for instance, discussed a decision-making 
process for identifying military recruits who might have the talent to 
become officers that used specific attribute questions as well as a 
“global” rating, to capture a more general view of the candidate. 
Tetlock, meanwhile, has extensively documented the need for 
forecasters to quantify the probability of an event occurring as well as 
making sure that forecasts are internally consistent with other 
forecasts made about the same topic. Duke explained the need for 
decision-makers operating under conditions of uncertainty and time 
pressures to align and reconcile what Kahneman called the 
deliberative decision-making of  “slow thinking,” with the reflexive 
verdicts of  “fast thinking.” 

Both of these decision-making systems play a role in our investment 
process. From idea generation and investment thesis building, through 
to an ultimate investment conclusion, our investment professionals 
deploy deliberative decision-making based on human insights. This is 
Kahneman’s “slow thinking” at work. It is extremely time intensive to 
understand a business to a deep level, which is another reason why we 
run a focused portfolio. We like to know our businesses really well 
before we invest, but the process of gaining new insights never ends. We 
continue to deploy a conscious, logical and effortful process of seeking 
new information throughout our investment holding period. 

We believe we have a competitive advantage when it comes to 
assessing the long-term cash generation potential of companies 
through these slow, deliberative thought processes. It is where the 
intellectual property of our investment professionals adds its value. 

But when it comes to short-term portfolio construction decisions 
in the context of rapidly moving prices and opportunity sets, we 
believe that quantitative analysis has the edge on humans. The process 
of actually constructing the portfolio therefore relies on rapid, 
disciplined decisions, implemented mechanically. This is Kahneman’s 
“fast thinking” – it is unconscious and automatic, with decisions made 
and implemented at speed. With machines doing the heavy lifting here, 
we prevent our qualitative judgements from being contaminated by the 
cognitive biases that all humans are vulnerable to. Our intellectual 
efforts have been focused on designing and refining an effective 
quantitative process and, in doing so, we have followed Annie Duke’s 
advice to “align and reconcile” fast and slow thinking.

OUR PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION PROCESS
Slow thinking therefore informs the stock selection element of our investment 
approach. This is where the intellectual capital of our investment professionals is 
deployed, in the comprehensive analysis of individual investment opportunities. 
Qualitative judgements made within a disciplined analysis framework, are designed to 
deliver three outputs. 

1) Return potential – the difference between our assessment of fair value and the current 
share price 

2) Conviction – our qualitative judgements on carefully selected company attributes, captured 
numerically by a proprietary scoring system 

3) Research stage – depending on how advanced an idea is, and how long the team has 
been analyzing it, each idea is also assigned to one of three research stages 

These three outputs of our stock selection process become inputs for the portfolio 
construction part of the process, which relies on fast thinking. 



DELIBERATE & 
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INSIGHTS
CONSCIOUS
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RAPID AND 
DISCIPLINED
IMPLEMENTED 
MECHANICALLY
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RECONCILING DIFFERENT THINKING TECHNIQUES 
FOR EFFECTIVE DECISION-MAKING
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RETURN
POTENTIAL

...then use our automated process 
to construct the portfolios.

We generate, research, and 
evaluate our best ideas...
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FORCE RANKING THE PORTFOLIO ALLOWS US TO ALLOCATE MORE CAPITAL TOWARD THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG IDEAS

OUR ATTRIBUTES FOR 
RANKING RELATIVE 
CONVICTION

Return potential 
Our estimate of the projected return potential of a stock can be 
calculated quite simply, by measuring the difference between our fair 
value assessment and the current share price. All else being equal, 
opportunities where our assessment of fair value is significantly 
above the current share price will result in higher weightings. 

This is where learnings from the world of gambling and the Kelly 
Criterion, come in. We don’t know the precise probabilities and 
future returns but using a combination of what we know and what 
we can estimate, we can quickly travel toward an appropriate 
target weight. 

Conviction
Earlier in the process, all stocks have been rated across a range of 
factors, which clients will be familiar with, including the strength 
of that company’s competitive moat, our opinion on the quality of 
its management team, and our view on how understandable and 
forecastable the business model is.

As well as scoring opportunities on these specific characteristics, our 
investment professionals also provide a “global” rating. Inspired by the 
decision-making research of  Daniel Kahneman, this involves taking a 
general, holistic view of the investment opportunity, to sit alongside the 
other ratings, which are intentionally narrow. Typically, the global 
score will be similar to the narrow ratings but occasionally, it can 



reveal an unexpected bias which is not supported by the specific scores. Where we see a deviation between the two, it is 
explored in more detail. All of this analysis is brought forward to inform the portfolio construction process, but a further 
step is required to ensure that the insights they provide are actionable. To have reached this stage in the investment 
process, all candidates are scoring highly and reflect strong ideas in which we have considerable conviction. For 
the purposes of portfolio construction, however, we need to be able to distinguish more effectively between the 
different shades of conviction.
Conviction
To do this, we force rank the portfolio. Across all attributes, our investment professionals convert their absolute 
scores into relative scores and each investment opportunity is allocated a quartile ranking. The strongest of these 
strong ideas are ranked first quartile, and the weakest of them, still strong but not as strong, are ranked in the fourth 
quartile. This provides us with much more valuable insights into the relative quality of each holding within our 
portfolio, which in turn, allows us to allocate more capital toward  the best of the best ideas. 

This process is undertaken by all members of the investment team and the average rating is converted into a score 
from 1 to 10 (10 being for the highest rated stocks, 1 for the lowest).  

Raw weights
These two inputs – return potential and conviction – inform an initial raw weight, determined by the relative rank of an 
investment idea and the extent of the difference between our assessment of fair value and the prevailing share price.  

The diagram below illustrates how individual stocks can achieve an initial raw weight ranging from approximately 
1% to 10%, depending on the relative strength of our conviction, and the extent of the discount to fair value. 
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INDIVIDUAL TARGET WEIGHTS ARE ARRIVED 
AT INDEPENDENTLY, THEN ADJUSTED TO A 
PORTFOLIO CONTEXT

> 100%

100%

< 100%
If  raw target weights 
total less than 100%, 
the balance will be 
held in cash.

If  raw target weights total more 
than 100%, all positions will be 
scaled back pro-rata so that the 
portfolio is fully invested.

Portfolio total

+$

Less frequently, the individual raw target 
weights aggregate to less than 100%. We 
view this as a reflection of a lack of 
attractive opportunity and these 
occasions tend to coincide with highly 
valued markets. If the raw target weights 
sum to less than 100%, the balance is 
held in cash. 

From raw weight to portfolio weight 
When we add up all the raw target weights, 
it is unlikely that they will total precisely 
100%. It may happen occasionally by 
coincidence, but individual target weights 
are arrived at independently of the portfolio. 
A further adjustment must therefore be 
made to deliver a weighting that makes sense 
in the context of the portfolio as a whole. 

Normally, the collective total of raw 
target weights sits somewhere between 
110% and 120%. If the total of target 
weights exceeds 100%, all positions are 
scaled back on a pro-rata basis, to arrive 
at an adjusted target weight. 

“We never target an allocation to 
cash. Cash in the portfolio is a 
residual of the target weights of the 
companies we own.”

Sean Stannard-Stockton, CIO



Monitoring and maintaining portfolio shape  
The portfolio construction process is ongoing, with intraday monitoring of weights as they 
are influenced by performance. Stocks can move away from their target weight rapidly, with 
performance influencing elements of the approach. A rising share price will, all else being 
equal, lead to a higher portfolio weight but it will also reduce the extent of future return 
potential, closing the gap between our fair value assessment and the current share price. 

To accommodate these organic movements, stocks can drift into bands of ~1%* either 
side of our target weight. This helps to ensure that trading is not implemented too frequently, 
thereby minimising friction costs. 

However, when a stock hits the limit either side of its target weight, a trade will be actioned 
to bring it back to within its target range. Trading is automated to ensure the portfolio 
construction process is implemented in a consistent and disciplined fashion. 

Three things can trigger a trade:  
1) A change to our fair value assessment – which changes that stock’s future return 

potential, either positively or negatively
2) Share price movements – in effect, this is a change to the market’s fair value assessment 
3) Changes to our relative quartile rankings 

Our investment professionals review all relative quartile rankings at least once a quarter, but 
any of the individual scores can be updated at any time, in response to events. In volatile 
markets, a full review of all portfolio rankings may be instigated. Otherwise, they will tend to 
be updated following results, a company meeting or if any other event triggers a change to the 
investment thesis.

It is important to remember that our fair value assessments are not precise, they are 
estimates. Our portfolio construction reflects this by allowing positions to run to a modest 
premium to fair value before a trade is actioned. We exclusively own high quality 
companies and, like any owner/operator of a high quality business, we require a premium 
bid to sell completely out of a company that we know may have multiple levers to pull to 
enhance shareholder value beyond our current estimate.

Numbers are for illustrative purposes only

STOCKS CAN DRIFT IN BANDS ~1% 
EITHER SIDE OF OUR TARGET WEIGHT...

... THIS ENSURES WE DON’T TRADE TOO FREQUENTLY, WHICH MINIMIZES FRICTION COSTS

BUY TO RETURN 
TO TARGET 

TARGET 
WEIGHT 3.6%

SELL TO 
RETURN TO 
TARGET 

CONCLUSION
Our portfolio construction process aims to tilt our portfolios toward 
our highest conviction and most undervalued stocks. We strongly 
believe that this strategy of  “putting your money where our mouth is,” 
makes sense and will deliver great results. 

Nevertheless, we are constantly looking to improve our process. 
We monitor model position sizes constantly and regularly update 
each company’s ratings. From time to time, our intuition conflicts 
with the output of the model. When this occurs, we dig deep into 
what is happening and why. Sometimes, for example, our human 
instincts might suggest that we shouldn’t be trimming a stock that 
the process is instructing. After further assessment, however, we 
recognize that we’re just suffering from a bias of wanting to hold 
a “winning” stock and so we go with the model’s recommendation 
and trim the position.
 
Occasionally, our intuition identifies that some aspect of our rating 
has gone stale and an update to our scores is required. This relentless 
examination of our process sometimes leads to slight revisions to the 
model. We recognize that our model is not perfect and we will 
continue to refine it when the evidence supports that enhancement.

* The drift range varies from 0.5% to 1.5% either side of the target weight, depending 
on the target position size (larger target weights have a larger drift range).



APPENDIX: Why we run concentrated portfolios
A well-established axiom in the world of investment is that “diversification is good.” We have no argument with this principle – the benefits of 
diversification are clear. We cannot predict the future and, as for all investors, time will sometimes reveal mistakes in our analysis. By owning a 
collection of stocks, the impact of individual errors can be minimized and a diversified blend of different investment characteristics 
(investing in companies that serve different end markets and have distinct business models, for example) can deliver a much smoother 
investor experience. 

The key question therefore must be, how much diversification is sensible and appropriate? The chart on the following page helps to answer 
this question. It is based on a study discussed in “A Random Walk Down Wall Street,” a book written by Burton Malkiel in 1973. 
The chart demonstrates that as you add stocks to a portfolio, the volatility of that portfolio declines. You cannot, however, completely 
eradicate volatility, even if you own every stock in the world. If an investor wants market returns, a high level of diversification may be appropriate. 

We are active investors though, and our aim is to beat the market. To deliver superior returns, a degree of diversification is required, but 
the benefits tend to recede beyond about 25 stocks. We believe there is a significant advantage to be gained by prudently limiting our 
portfolios to the companies that we know thoroughly. Evidence in support of this belief can be seen in the chart on the following page, 
which demonstrates that over-diversification is a root cause of underperformance from active managers. The chart provides empirical 
evidence that the top 25 stocks in active manager portfolios do deliver outperformance, but unfortunately, fund managers then dilute this 
advantage by diversifying into, on average, a further 100 to 150 stocks that underperform. 

All of this evidence informs our approach to diversification which results in a concentrated portfolio of approximately 20-25 stocks. 



WHY WE RUN CONCENTRATED PORTFOLIOS
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Market risk

As you add stocks to a portfolio, the volatility of  that portfolio declines. You 
cannot  completely eradicate volatility, but we believe there is a significant 
advantage to be gained by prudently limiting our portfolios to the 25 or so 
companies that we know thoroughly.

% OF STOCKS THAT DELIVER 
OUTPERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT PARTS OF 
THE PORTFOLIO, RANKED BY POSITION SIZE

Total portfolio risk

Source: A Random Walk Down Wall Street, Burton Malkiel

Source: Alpha Theory
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PHONE: 650-696-1240
TOLL FREE: 800-708-8445
FAX: 650-558-8373
EMAIL: info@ensemblecapital.com

Ensemble Capital is an SEC registered investment adviser; however, this does not imply any level of skill or training and no inference of such 
should be made. The opinions expressed herein are as of the date of publication and are provided for informational purposes only.

Content will not be updated after publication and should not be considered current after the publication date. We provide historical content 
for transparency purposes only. All opinions are subject to change without notice and due to changes in the market or economic conditions 
may not necessarily come to pass. Nothing contained herein should be construed as a comprehensive statement of the matters discussed, 
considered investment, financial, legal, or tax advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any securities, and no investment decision should be 
made based solely on any information provided herein. Ensemble Capital does not become a fiduciary to any participant or other person or 
entity by the person’s use of or access to the material. The reader assumes the responsibility of evaluating the merits and risks associated with 
the use of any information or other content and for any decisions based on such content.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All investments in securities carry risks, including the risk of losing one’s entire investment. 
Investing in stocks, bonds, exchange traded funds, mutual funds, and money market funds involve risk of loss. Different types of investments 
involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable or suitable for a particular 
investor’s financial situation or risk tolerance. Asset allocation and portfolio diversification cannot ensure or guarantee better performance 
and cannot eliminate the risk of investment losses.

Some of the information provided herein has been obtained from third party sources that we believe to be reliable, but it is not guaranteed. 
This content may contain forward-looking statements using terminology such as “may,” “will,” “expect,” “intend,” “anticipate,” “estimate,” 
“believe,” “continue,” “potential” or other similar terms. Although we make such statements based on assumptions that we believe to be 
reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. 
Such statements involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions and should not be construed as any kind of guarantee.


